
8/1/21@4:50AM The True Puppeteer is Revealed Dream 
 

I dreamed again this morning and I say “this morning” because it was after 12:00 AM 
before I laid my head down because I was doing your will, taking care of things your Holy Spirit 
was telling me to do swiftly sweet Jesus! Here is my dream: 

I dreamed I was somehow going back through history! I was being carried backwards in 
darkness, blackness yet around myself I saw a familiar yellow glow that I have seen before in 
other dreams and even in real life that I was told by you Lord Jesus that are angel barriers… 
angelic barriers made from the glory of Father God and your precious blood combined. 

So, as I am protected by this yellowish angel barrier in the form of a bubble amidst this 
darkness, I am sensing that the black darkness is the sin that has been covering our world since 
mankind fell into sin by Adam and Eve’s disobedience by partaking the fruit they were warned 
not to eat in the Garden of Eden! 

I now start seeing white streaks begin zooming by me and I realize it’s because we are 
going faster, much faster than before. Then all of a sudden, we start stopping at various places 
in time and I say “we” because I now see too a very well formed, strong looking man dressed in 
white that shines with the brightness of God and I know it’s one of his angels but that’s all the 
description of him I can give at this time. 

At the first location that I see there is sand everywhere and I perceive this is the desert. I 
see both partially built and completed structures here which tells me that I am in the great land 
of Egypt. I then saw a man sitting on a throne with the title of “Pharaoh” and I know in my spirit 
that he is cruel and harsh as I see him making maddening gestures full of hate with his hands. 
Now I notice black strings from underneath his arms when he raises them up. 

Then I hear the angel man beside me say, “Look and See,” and I am now seeing the 
man from the side view as he’s sitting on his enormous, massive golden throne with his strange 
“crown” upon his head which is a strange type headdress. I see these strings that are attached 
to his arms also appear to be attached to his legs because even though he is sitting, I can see 
the black strings laying on the tile floor beside his throne near his feet. 

Then my eyes are drawn to the strings as they begin to move and I follow them to a lone 
figure of a man standing in the shadows who is holding wood, shaped as a cross...a crossbar 
it’s called to which all these 4 strings are attached. I see this shadowy man move the wooden 
crossbar and as he does, I see this “Pharaoh” respond immediately and I hear the shadowy 
figure of this man let out evil laughs as he forces this Pharaoh, this mighty king to do his 
bidding! 

Then the angel man with his pure white clothes takes me by the hand and we go through 
time again. Whether in order or not I’m not sure because history is not one of my strong points 
but we made various stops and I saw many ancient rulers and I will name the ones who were 
identified to me. 

The first I saw was one of the Pharaoh’s of old, then I saw Alexander the Great, Claudius 
Caesar, a man named Antiochus with a number 2 by his name. I saw “Nero,” being an Augustus 
Nero and even Nebuchadnezzar, king of Babylon of old. These great and fierce leaders and 
rulers were all being pulled by strings from this man in the shadows laughing wickedly 
throughout history! 

Then I began seeing people I recognized from a more current time but I don’t yet fully 
understand why like George Bush Sr. I saw Hitler, Joseph Stalin, Bill & Hilary Clinton, Saddam 
Hussein, Barack Obama and Vladimir Putin. There were even Kim Jong Un of North Korea and 
Xi Jinping of China. Plus, many more which included sheiks and Khomeini's. There are too 
many to name but the ones I have listed by name had black bubble clouds over their heads with 



an outline of white. While the writing itself was bright crimson red and dripping as if it was 
written in blood!!! 

Then in my dream we came to a standstill and I looked up at this angel man and I asked, 
“What did I see? Who is this man standing in the shadows?” Once again this angel man spoke 
but this time he said, “Look...Listen...and learn!” 

Then I see this man still in the shadows holding and moving the crossbar but now 
instead of only 4 black strings connecting to one marionette puppet, one leader throughout 
history, I see his crossbar is full of multiple strings...many, many black strings to where you 
cannot hardly tell the individual strings apart due to the mass amount of them and this lone 
figure is controller of all these people throughout history! 

He is the great manipulator; the masterful puppeteer master and I hear this shadowy 
figure of a man laughs again and his laughter is full of hate and dripping with malice. His 
laughter chills me to the bone and I recognize it even though I am only a spectator in all these 
happenings and then I see the form of his body coming out of the shadows. He is wearing what 
looks like an expensive suit and for some reason I’m thinking of the words “tailored made” and 
he prefers either the Italian or London made ones! I hear myself say, “Lord Jesus, I don’t know 
about tailored suits. I will have to research them later if you lead me to do so!” 

But again, I do know this man and I see him step further out of the shadows but he never 
fully forms into a solid, dense man for even when he steps forward, his legs from about the 
knees down are like very black, shadowy smoke so that I can’t see anything below his knees!  

I see his face, dark hair, cruel eyes and evil grin as he continues to pull the strings of 
these many leaders throughout history. It is the man I have come to recognize as antichrist and I 
feel my heart sink and drop but then the angle man beside me says, “Look further with eyes of 
discernment,” and now I realize these shadows I was seeing was really more of the black 
smoke that has been swirling around the knees of antichrist. 

Then it is as if the whole scene before me is turned in direction as if it was on a swiveling 
turntable and I am seeing the left side view of this man antichrist and he is manipulating these 
strings and they are pulled out and laid in front of him in all different directions so that when I 
am watching they are to my left and that’s when I notice there is another shadowy form behind 
this man antichrist who is still not in solid form either! 

I feel evil...the presence of pure evil and I want to shrink back but the angel man beside 
me says, “Do not fear but look,” and as I looked, I saw that this figure was both at the same time 
somehow beautiful but not! I have no words to describe it. I never see if clearly but it’s evil and 
then I see 2 hands with long black nails with greyish pale skin that has the appearance of a 
gnarly old tree that is deformed come out from the shadows and within these evil hands was a 
very large crossbar and its strings were connected to the shadowy figure of antichrist. I felt that 
the evil hands had somehow become gnarled and disfigured from its prolonged use of 
controlling the crossbar for all these people throughout history!!! 

I let out a small gasp as realization of what I had seen came to me! The angel man 
asked quietly, “What have you surmised?” I looked up at him and then back at the scene that 
still laid before my eyes in this dream and I said, “The man antichrist is still shadowy and not 
totally in solid form. This is the spirit of antichrist and it has been controlling great men and 
women throughout history but behind all the marionette puppet strings, the force behind even 
the spirit of antichrist is Satan, the devil also known by lucifer!” “You have surmised correctly,” 
the angel man said. “Write all that you are shown and make it known except what you are told to 
withhold! 

“I will,” I said and as soon these words escaped my lips the scene changes and I am 
standing on top of what I can only describe as an ancient Mayan temple but I am seeing it as if it 



is newly constructed yet simultaneously as a decayed temple as it would be in our world today! 
It is a stone structure in the shape of a pyramid with stairs from top to bottom but instead of it 
having a pointed top, it is flat like a top piece has been sliced off of it and removed. The flat top 
is where I am standing and I am alone and I can see the ground below as I walk from the center 
to the edge and look down. 

The “new” Mayan temple I am seeing from earlier times in history is a lighter color than 
the older temple which is darker as if it has been aged over long periods of exposure to the 
elements and weather and are what I believe it would look like in today’s time in history. I am 
watching activity in the “new” temple of people going in and out through an entrance partway up 
the stairs on the front side of the temple as well as an access somewhere on the ground but I 
can’t see its exact location, just the general location of the area.  

There are a lot of people and some are around the temple and some on the flat top that are 
performing evil rituals and worshipping ceremonies but I’m not giving any detail because some 
include human sacrifices. I see people in these rituals and ceremonies that tower above the other 
people. These are those who the gifts and sacrifices are being made to. Although these people 
appear to the eye as primitive in some ways I am knowing these people are actually very wise for 
their time because much of their knowledge has been provided to them by these giants. That’s 
when I realized in this dream that these giants are the Nephilim of the Fallen ones and I feel 
dismay wash over me. 

Upon that realization I am then taken fully to this Mayan temple in its decayed state in 
modern day times and the vision of it standing in its former glory is totally gone now. I am 
studying the decayed ruins closely and although I see no outward appearances I know these 
giants are still here. I can feel their presence. I, we can’t see their existence though because 
they have hidden themselves within so they can aid the rise of the man anti christ into full power 
and not just his spirit! 

But I see too on these giants, these Nephilim the same puppet strings for although they 
are not totally human, they are still puppet slaves to their real master Satan. They aid the rise of 
antichrist so their master Satan can finally rule the world of men and be worshipped as God 
himself! All of this seemed to drop into my spirit as I am staring at the decayed ruins of this once 
magnificent structure in my dream. 

Then I heard a man’s voice and I turned and looked. The angel man has reappeared and 
has begins speaking! “Many such locations can be found across your world with many being 
protected by the powers behind the rise of antichrist! These things once hidden are to be 
revealed as the Father has spoken and decreed. Some you know already while others are yet to 
be revealed. At the given time you will be led by the Father’s Holy Spirit that lives within you, 
and then you will begin releasing all that you know to reveal. Do not fear!!! Do not fear because 
even Satan the deceiver answers to the Father’s commands and only able to do that which he is 
allowed. Do not fear what men can do! Do not fear but be bold in your Savior the risen Lamb 
because all power now lives inside you when you made Jesus, the Father’s Son your choice. 
Now boldly stand in the strength of his name!” 

Then I began slowly coming to wake and I laid upon my bed praying as scenes upon 
scenes flashed inside my head of locations and places of ancient societies like ancient Babylon, 
Mayan civilizations, places both ancient and new. I hear and see names and places of today. I 
am seeing places of ritual worshipping all over the world, sites where I feel the fallen ones and 
Nephilim have stepped into the lives of people as giants and gods offering technology and 
advancement for all to bring about the rise of antichrist since early times in our history. 

Now I am seeing once again the large sprawling underground facility made of many 
buildings that I saw in my dream “The Delusion has Begun” on May 1, 2021 because I 



recognize the rooms of technology and I am now beginning to have a better understanding of 
what I am seeing. I am also seeing many; many medical experiments and they are not all good 
and I can see that some have gone horribly wrong! 

So now as I have previously said I am beginning to understand more and more what I 
am seeing but not how all the pieces fit together! One thing I have learned, and I spoke with a 
friend about this not long ago, is that Father God is not going to give one single person all the 
information of what he is doing but instead gives to each of us pieces to his puzzle so that the 
world can witness how the pieces will jointly fit together as God has ordained with one person in 
one state while another is in a different state, country or location.  

Most importantly though each piece that God entrusted to a person like this is showing 
the world that our God IS alive! Our God IS speaking to his faithful children and our God IS in 
control of it all! But in the end, it will be revealed that we/they are all hearing God’s voice so 
that all his pieces he has given out will all fit snugly together in his great puzzle called life 
according to his perfect divine plan. Somehow, I know it’s all going to be okay because to die is 
to gain for us, the true body of Christ! 
 
2 Corinthians 5: 8 We are confident, I say, and willing rather to be absent from the body, 
and to be present with the Lord 


